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Greetings!
Summer means sunshine , travel , the

end of the academic year , leisure ,

beach trips , family visits . . .lots and lots

of adventures that so many of us

have been waiting for all year . I 'm

looking forward to hiking in NH ,

some low-key travel to see friends ,

and some classic R&R !

Summer fun can make it challenging

to practice regularly or to sing at all ,

which can sometimes lead to a bit of

guilt or distress . Instead of should-ing

all over yourself ("I should have

practiced more !"), let 's explore some

strategies that can keep you singing

over the summer !

Rest vs. Repetition

As your schedule shifts over the

summer , practice for short amounts

of time , a few times a day , a few days

a week . Try starting with a nice and

simple 10-minute session after

breakfast , and set a reminder on your

phone for later in the day .

Studying any musical instrument

requires repetition to build

coordination & stamina . Taking an

entire summer off from singing will

make it more difficult to get back to

it in the fall . That being said , there 's

no need to practice every day (unless

you want to). Giving yourself a
break is not only a great way to
rejuvenate your creativity , but it 's

also a critical part of the learning

process .

N E W S  B I T E S

Congrats to singers at the
Watertown Children's Theatre on a

fabulous virtual recital!
*

The online scheduler is now open for
July & August! Book your lessons

now!

Welcome to the four new singers
who joined the studio last month!

*



If you're flying or taking a long car ride, take

time to stretch and move around before,

during, and after your journey. Folding over

and letting your upper body hang is a

fabulous move for your body. Twisting is great,

too! 

If you're staying in a hotel, you may have to

limit your loud practicing, due to neighbors. I

recommend using a lot of quiet, buzzy sounds

-- humming is great! Look back at your lesson

notes, and pick from lip trills, hums, [ng], [v], 

 [z], straw work, etc. 

Get creative! Sing in your car at a rest stop.

Improv some harmonies to the radio. If you're

like me and you like to hike, why not go full-

on Sound of Music and sing at the summit?

Download practice files and apps to your

phone. This makes it easy to call up vocal

exercises and songs when the mood strikes!

If you're traveling to see family or friends,

share the music and skills you've been

working on with them. Teach them some

songs, or invite them to a group sing-along.

Nobody says that practicing has to be you

alone in a room doing Very Studious Things!

Tips for Traveling
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Hydrate, hydrate, hydrate! Take a

water bottle with you wherever you go.

This might increase the number of pit

stops you have to take on your road

trip, but it will make singing easier! 

Set practice reminders on your

phone, and honor the appointment

with yourself. Remember: practicing is

an art and an opportunity for creative

play, not that Extra Thing you must fit

into your life because your teacher told

you to. 

Think in terms of small bites. You

don't need to carve out a huge chunk

of time all at once to practice (unless

you want to; alone time can be very

nourishing). Set simple goals.

Practicing 10 minutes at a time, 2-3x

per day, can be just enough to keep

your creative juices flowing!

Coordinate with your travel buddies
and/or temporary roommates to find a

realistic time when you might be able

to spend 15 minutes alone practicing. 

Shake it up! Change your routine,
play around, choose a different
creative outlet. Our brains love

novelty!
Spend time listening to music,

watching films, dancing, drawing, etc.


